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Chapter 2771
Speaking of it, with Yue Feng’s current strength, it is no problem to break in directly and
blatantly, but this is the Beiying Palace after all, and there are sects from various
continents in the other gardens. Too much movement is not good for you at all.
call!
A few minutes later, Yue Feng came to a quiet bedroom and saw that there were
several palace guards guarding the surrounding of the bedroom. Obviously, the people
inside were of extraordinary status.
However, Yue Feng still cleverly avoided the guards.
When he got to the door, Yue Feng thought of something, and took out a bottle of
medicine powder from his body, which was the ecstasy powder he just found from Liang
Hao.
The next second, Yue Feng scattered the fascination through the crack of the door.
Yue Feng thought about it, since Lu Lingshan used such despicable means to deal with
Ye Zhixin, then he would use his own way to return to him.
“What…”
Yue Feng just finished using the fascination powder when he heard a coquettish shout
from the room, but he stopped abruptly after only shouting two words.
Haha…
Yue Feng showed a smile, pushed the door and walked in!
The moment he entered, seeing the scene in front of him, Yue Feng’s smile gradually
deepened, and at the same time he couldn’t take his eyes away!
I saw a woman lying quietly on top of the soft collapse, with delicate facial features and
a charming figure.
It was Lu Lingshan!
“Lu Lingshan, stay safe!” Yue Feng walked over slowly and said with a smile that was
not a smile!
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While speaking, Yue Feng looked at Lu Lingshan recklessly!
I have to say that Lu Lingshan is also a well-known goddess of rivers and lakes in the
Kyushu continent. At this time, she is wearing a fiery red dress, her long hair is
scattered on both sides, her skin is like jade, her facial features are exquisite and
perfect, but her face shows somewhat weak.
Haha…
While admiring it, Yue Feng was full of pride.
This fascination powder is really useful. Lu Lingshan probably never imagined that the
method used to deal with Ye Zhixin was actually used on her own body.
“Yue Feng?”
Seeing that it was Yue Feng, Lu Lingshan’s delicate body was shocked, and a trace of
anger appeared in her eyes: “Why is it you?” Did
n’t Zhang Jiao say that Yue Feng was trapped in the Shengzong Mountain Gate? How
did you appear in the palace garden?
Also, his whole body is weak, and he can’t exert any internal strength, as if he was hit
by Zhang Jiao’s ecstasy? Where did Yue Feng come from?
At this moment, seeing Lu Lingshan’s incomparably frightened look, Yue Feng’s heart
was indescribably happy.
Immediately afterwards, Yue Feng said with a smile: “What? You are only allowed to
participate in the Supreme Conference, but I can’t?”
Hearing this, Lu Lingshan frowned, her eyes flashing with anger.
call!
At this time, Yue Feng looked outside, too lazy to talk nonsense, and said straight to the
point: “Lu Lingshan, we are all smart people, Zhang Jiao let someone pretend to be me,
deliberately smear me and Tianmen, if this vengeance is not repaid, I, Yue Feng, swear
not to be human! “
Although we also have grievances, I won’t do anything to you today, as long as you tell
me where Zhang Jiao is!”
Hearing this, Lu Lingshan frowned.

A few seconds later, Lu Lingshan chuckled and looked at Yue Feng fearlessly: “Yue
Feng, where is Zhang Jiao, why should I tell you? Let me tell you, although this is the
Beiying Palace, it is surrounded by our people. “
You think that if you catch me, you can save the situation? You are wrong.”
At the end, Lu Lingshan’s beautiful face was full of hatred.
“Don’t tell me?! You really have the backbone and personality!” Hearing Lu Lingshan’s
answer, Yue Feng didn’t get angry at all, but nodded in admiration.
Seriously, Yue Feng knew that she would not agree easily. After all, she had a deep
grievance with herself, and she was still the leader of the Sacred Fire Sect, with a noble
status and could not be threatened by her two words?
However, before coming, Yue Feng thought of a way to deal with Lu Lingshan.
Chapter 2772
At this moment, Yue Feng’s voice just fell, and his figure jumped onto the soft slump,
raised his hand and touched Lu Lingshan’s acupuncture point, and then pressed her
tightly.
In an instant, the two were almost face to face, almost sticking together!
“You…what are you doing?”
Feeling Yue Feng’s breathing, Lu Lingshan was ashamed and angry, and couldn’t help
but scold her. At the same time, she wanted to struggle, but was suppressed by Yue
Feng and couldn’t move at all.
“What are you doing?”
Yue Feng sneered: “Lu Lingshan, you asked Zhang Jiao’s apprentice to use the ecstasy
to deal with the head of Yuyao Pavilion, and the family who almost harmed him lost his
innocence. I didn’t expect you to end up like this, right?
” Here, Yue Feng looked Lu Lingshan up close, and continued: “Tsk tsk, noble and cold,
still the leader of the Sacred Fire Sect, the famous goddess of the rivers and lakes in
the Apocalypse Continent, I think many men will be fascinated when they see you these
years, more There are a lot of men who want to spend a spring night with you! If your
famous festival is gone tonight, how many heroes of the arena will feel sorry for you?”
Shuh!

At this moment, Lu Lingshan’s face flushed red, and she was extremely ashamed and
angry, and her clear and bright eyes could almost spew fire.
“You dare!” Lu Lingshan said angrily.
Yue Feng was full of pride, clenched her two wrists tightly, and said with a half-smiling
smile: “See if I dare, let me tell you, you secretly helped Zhang Jiao, ruined my
reputation in Tianmen, and ruined my reputation, I am now There’s nothing to lose, so
don’t force me, otherwise, I can do anything!”
“You… you dare to touch me, I won’t let you go if I die.” Lu Lingshan said Gritting her
teeth, she said coldly, these words were almost squeezed out of her teeth.
When she said this, Lu Lingshan looked at Yue Feng with a pair of eyes without any
fear, and she refused to give in at all!
call!
This time, Yue Feng was a little embarrassed, Nima, this Lu Lingshan is too strong, she
wanted to scare her, but she couldn’t.
How to do?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng lost his patience and said coldly, “Hurry up and tell me
where Zhang Jiao is? Otherwise, I will sleep here tonight.” After speaking, Yue Feng
took off his shoes and socks, which was very comfortable. Lying beside Lu Lingshan.
“Lu Lingshan, I’ll tell you again, I don’t want to embarrass you today. You’d better get to
know each other!”
“Go away.” The cold words came out of Lu Lingshan’s mouth.
Nima!
At this moment, Yue Feng lost his patience instantly, grabbing Lu Lingshan’s clothes, he
heard a stab, and Lu Lingshan’s fragrant shoulders suddenly appeared in front of Yue
Feng!
“Tell me?” Yue Feng let out a low growl.
“Go away.” Lu Lingshan snorted again.
What the hell!
At that time, Yue Feng couldn’t bear it anymore and continued to tear Lu Lingshan’s
long skirt!

However, at this time, Yue Feng saw that Lu Lingshan’s expression was a little unusual.
There was a hint of determination in her shy and angry eyes, and then she stuck out her
tongue.
What the hell!
Yue Feng was suddenly shocked, this Lu Lingshan wanted to kill herself by biting her
tongue!
Mad, would rather die than give in, this Lu Lingshan’s temperament is too strong.
Yue Feng didn’t have time to think, knowing that it was too late to block, so he quickly
put his hand into Lu Lingshan’s mouth.
Lu Lingshan wanted to commit suicide by biting her tongue, but when she saw Yue
Feng put her hand in her mouth, she almost fainted from anger, so she bit down hard.
Although she was taped, Lu Lingshan could speak, and naturally she could also bite.
“Ah!”
At this moment, Yue Feng only felt a piercing pain, and couldn’t help taking a breath of
cold air. The body instinctively stepped back, impartially, pressed against a bulge by the
wall, and directly pressed the bulge down.
Click!
At this moment, a shock came, and the soft collapse under the two suddenly collapsed,
revealing a dark secret passage!
“Ah!”
Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan didn’t have time to react, and their bodies fell straight down!
Chapter 2773
Nima! There is actually a mechanism on this soft couch! It was a coincidence that I
stumbled across it by myself!
“Ah…”
Muttering in her heart, Yue Feng instinctively hugged Lu Lingshan, and the feeling of
weightlessness made Lu Lingshan unable to help but exclaim.
Pfft!

This secret passage is not deep, it looks like more than ten meters, Yue Feng is the first
to fall to the ground because he is hugging Lu Lingshan.
“Let me go…” Lu Lingshan’s acupuncture point was taped, and Yue Feng was hugged
in his arms, unable to move, very embarrassed, and looked around at the same time!
call!
Yue Feng let go of his hand, looked around, and was stunned!
I saw that this secret passage was very long, pitch-black, and I didn’t know where it led.
On the walls on both sides, I could vaguely see exquisite carvings, and at first glance it
was a forbidden area for the royal family.
Nima, what is this place? It doesn’t look like the place of the Holy Emperor!
At this moment, Yue Feng was a little stunned.
A few years ago, Yue Feng accidentally broke into the secret room of Emperor Hou Yi’s
practice, which led to Emperor Hou Yi’s death. Later, in order to get the magic face
pearl, Yue Feng learned through Chang’e that Emperor Hou Yi had a treasure hunter.
The place of the Holy Emperor.
Those two places are the unknown secrets of the Beiying Palace.
But this place in front of me seems to be even more mysterious than the place of the
Holy Emperor.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng ignored Lu Lingshan for the time being, and went to
investigate the past inside!
Swish…
As a result, before taking a few steps, I heard a strange voice coming from the darkness
ahead. This voice was very strange, I couldn’t describe it at all, I just thought it was very
intimidating.
Yue Feng frowned secretly, and quickly looked up, he was shocked, and saw something
flashing with fire all over his body, which was quickly crawling over.
hiss!
When he was about to approach, Yue Feng also saw the face of the other party clearly,
and he couldn’t help but take a breath!
This is a fire spirit beast!

Fire spirit beasts are rare spirit beasts. They usually live near the underground magma.
Because they absorb the hot power of the magma, they are all covered with fire. But I
didn’t expect that in the underground secret passage of the Beiying Palace, it can also
be used. bump into.
Moreover, the fire spirit beast in front of him is more than three meters long, and its
strength is in the realm of the fifth stage of martial arts!
“Fire spirit beast?”
At this moment, Lu Lingshan also saw the fire spirit beast.
Whoosh!
As soon as the voice fell, the fire spirit beast let out a roar and rushed towards Yue
Feng. At the same time, it opened its bloody mouth and spewed out a mass of flames!
In an instant, the surrounding temperature suddenly increased by more than ten
degrees, as if the air was about to burn!
Seeing this scene, Lu Lingshan’s eyes flickered with excitement, that’s great, this fire
spirit beast attacked Yue Feng first, and it was best to kill him. Thinking of what Yue
Feng had done to her before, Lu Lingshan gritted her teeth with hatred.
However, Lu Lingshan also knew that this fire spirit beast was too weak to hurt Yue
Feng!
Nima!
Seeing the fire spirit beast rushing towards, Yue Feng scolded secretly, his body
flashed, and he avoided it easily!
call!
At this moment, I saw that the flames whizzed past Yue Feng’s side, and suddenly
enveloped Lu Lingshan who was lying there!
Lu Lingshan’s acupuncture point was tapped, she couldn’t move, she couldn’t avoid it at
all!
Chi Chi Chi!
The next second, I saw Lu Lingshan’s long dress, and it melted at once, but Lu
Lingshan was not hurt. She was the leader of the Ming Sect, and now she is the leader
of the Sacred Fire Sect. Related, naturally not afraid of the flames sprayed by this fire
spirit beast.

Chapter 2774
Whoosh!
At this moment, the fire spirit beast turned around and locked Yue Feng directly, and the
huge figure rushed towards it.
What a bastard!
Yue Feng scolded secretly, dodged to avoid it, and at the same time, his internal force
was running, and he slapped the head of the fire spirit beast fiercely, and he heard a
roar from the fire spirit beast.
call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath, his expression was very relaxed, how dare a fire spirit
beast be mad? I really thought I was being bullied.
Muttering in his heart, seeing Lu Lingshan not far away, Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a
breath of cold air, and his eyes suddenly couldn’t move.
I have to say, this Lu Lingshan’s figure is really charming. At this time, the long skirt is
burned, and any man will be unable to extricate himself when he sees that perfect
curve.
“Yue Feng!”
At this moment, feeling Yue Feng’s gaze, Lu Lingshan was shy and angry, and said
coldly, “Close your dog’s eyes!”
Close the dog’s eyes?
Lu Lingshan didn’t say this, but after saying this, Yue Feng immediately walked forward
and admired it up close!
“You!”
Lu Lingshan almost exploded with anger, swearing in her heart that if she can get out of
Yue Feng’s control this time, she will definitely pay it back in the future!
“Yue Feng, you! Hurry up and relieve me!” Lu Lingshan was in a hurry: “You are looking
for Zhang Jiao, it has nothing to do with me, and I don’t know where he is!”
When she said this, Lu Lingshan’s tone was not like before. So strong.

To be honest, with Lu Lingshan’s personality, she would never surrender to Yue Feng,
and she would not frown even if she died, but at this moment, she had nothing to hide,
and being looked at by Yue Feng like this, it would be better to die.
Ha ha!
Yue Feng showed a smile: “Lu Lingshan, even if you don’t know where Zhang Jiao is, I
won’t let you go, this place is so mysterious, how boring it would be for me to investigate
by myself! With you, this beautiful woman, can have more fun. !” The
voice fell, Yue Feng walked over and hugged Lu Lingshan by the waist!
smell good!
At this moment, Yue Feng only felt a body fragrance blowing towards his face,
especially the hand feeling, which made people immersed.
“You…you let me go!”
“Let you go, okay, but I don’t know if there are other fire spirit beasts in this place. I
know you are not afraid of fire, but fire spirit beasts not only breathe fire, maybe They
can eat people too.”
“You…”
In the long secret passage, Yue Feng quarreled with Lu Lingshan, while thinking about
going deeper.
To be honest, Yue Feng knew that the most important thing at the moment was to find
Zhang Jiao, but the place in front of him was so mysterious that he couldn’t help but
investigate.
I don’t know how long it took, but finally I saw that there was some light ahead!
Haha…
Yue Feng looked at the light in front of him, he couldn’t help but smile, his whole body
was excited, there was light, it proved that there was something in front of him.
Thinking about it, the pace at Yue Feng’s feet sped up a bit again.
At the same time, Lu Lingshan was also inexplicably excited. This place is so hidden, I
don’t know what’s inside!
call!

Finally, after walking a few hundred meters, the two of them clearly saw that there was
an open stone door in front of them! The stone gate is carved with simple and simple
patterns, which are exquisite and give people a mysterious atmosphere at the same
time!
I go!
At this moment, Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a deep breath. How could the place in
front of him make him feel like he was in the underground palace where Kuafu was
located?
Chapter 2775
Half a month ago, Yue Feng was in the back mountain of Qingyunzong, followed the
three brothers and sisters of Zangshuiyue, entered the former station of the Rakshasa
clan, and later entered the underground palace of Kuafu. The environment at that time
was the same as the one in front of him. almost.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng hugged Lu Lingshan and slowly passed through the stone
gate.
hiss!
After entering, seeing the scene in front of them, whether it was Yue Feng or Lu
Lingshan, they were all shocked and stunned!
I saw that there was a huge secret room in front of me. This secret room was half the
size of the Beiying Palace.
The entire secret room is made of translucent bricks, giving people the feeling that it is
shiny, like a crystal palace.
On the surrounding walls of the secret room, there were engraved patterns of fairies
and flowing clouds, as well as some divine beasts, divine dragons and phoenixes, and
divine beasts unicorns. Almost all the divine beasts recorded in ancient books had
them, making Yue Feng dizzy.
Lu Lingshan was also dumbfounded, staring blankly at the depiction on the wall, as if
she was in the world of ancient myths.
call!
After being stunned for a few minutes, Yue Feng’s eyes fell on the center of the secret
room.

Right in the center of the secret room, there was a beautiful crystal throne. On the
throne, sat quietly a beautiful woman, dressed in a long white dress, with delicate facial
features and a peaceful face.
She just sat there so quietly, but it gave Yue Feng the feeling that she had a powerful
aura that rushed towards her face. This aura did not make people feel the slightest
blasphemy. Feel sorry.
This… who is this woman? The atmosphere is so strong.
At this moment, Yue Feng only felt that his brain was buzzing and he was completely
stunned.
Seriously, since the establishment of Tianmen, Yue Feng has also seen many women
with strong auras, such as Xing Yao, Long Qianyu, Queen Nanyun, and Lu Lingshan in
her arms, these women, just mention one, All can set off a shock in the Kyushu
Continent.
The woman in front of her has a stronger aura, and even Chang’e will be eclipsed when
she stands in front of her.
Lu Lingshan’s heart was trembling, and she was inexplicably nervous.
Gudong!
Finally, Yue Feng reacted, restrained the shock in his heart, and clasped his fists at the
woman on the throne: “Dare to ask, what is your honorable name?”
When he said this, Yue Feng was cautious and did not dare to take a breath.
call!
At that moment, the woman on the throne’s eyes fell on Yue Feng, and her voice was
like the sound of heaven: “Two juniors can actually find this place, not bad, not bad!”
After saying that, a smile appeared on the woman’s face: “Bengong, female Wa!”
What?
At this moment, Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan were shocked, completely stupid!
Female.. Nuwa?
I heard it right, is this woman Nuwa Empress?

Yue Feng stared blankly at Nuwa who was sitting there, only to feel his brain buzzing
and his whole body trembling. You must know that the Goddess Nuwa is a more
powerful existence than Kuafu. It is said that after Pangu opened up the world, the
Goddess Nuwa refined the colorful stones to mend the sky and benefited the people.
The reputation has been passed down to this day, and who does not know about it in
the Kyushu continent.
“What’s the name of this junior?” At this time, Nuwa looked at Yue Feng and asked
softly.
“Junior Yue Feng, I’ve seen the Empress!” Yue Feng took a deep breath, resisting his
inner excitement, and answered honestly.
Um!
Nuwa nodded, turned her eyes, and looked at Lu Lingshan: “Looks like, this is your
wife!”
Lu Lingshan’s long skirt, which was just burned by the fire spirit beast, was
unobstructed. At this time, she was held by Yue Feng again. , In Nu Wa’s heart, only
husband and wife can be so close.
Swish!
At this moment, Lu Lingshan’s beautiful face suddenly turned red with shame. She
wanted to refute, but she could feel the powerful aura of Nu Wa, but she didn’t know
how to speak for a while.
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Chapter 2776
Haha…
Seeing Lu Lingshan’s expression, Yue Feng was overjoyed.
In the next second, Yue Feng said politely to Nuwa: “The niangniang guessed right, this
is my wife Lu Lingshan. Just now we encountered the fire spirit beast, and the clothes
were burnt, which made the
niangniang laugh!” This Lu Lingshan asked several times. Killing himself, and finally
allying with Zhang Jiao, now such a good opportunity, of course, take advantage of it.
“You…”
Lu Lingshan bit her lip tightly, angrily: “Who is your wife? Don’t put gold on your face.”

This Yue Feng, if he doesn’t speak, he has to make an inch, it’s really hateful!
“You’re not my wife, why are you holding me like that?”
“Isn’t it all your fault?”
“Lu Lingshan, this is your fault, the secret passage is in the palace where you live, so I
don’t believe you don’t. You know? From my point of view, you must have admired me,
so you fell in with me on purpose, right?”
“Bah!”
For a while, the two bickered again.
“Alright, alright!”
Seeing this scene, Nuwa frowned and said softly, “You guys calm down, this place is
my secret cultivation place, if you can find it, it means that I have a fate! I’ll give you the
same gift later!”
Gift?
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Hearing this, both Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan were shocked and inexplicably excited!
Haha, that’s good luck too. I thought this place was so mysterious. I had encountered
fire spirit beasts before, and there would be many dangers. I didn’t expect that not only
did I see the goddess Nuwa, but I also got gifts!
At this time, Nuwa said again: “After I gave you the gift, I will also disappear. The me
who is talking to you now is just a trace of my thoughts left in the Kyushu Continent. You
two can see me, it’s really good. Lucky!”
Thoughts?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and then he understood.
The situation of Nuwa in front of her, just like the Kuafu she encountered before, has
already ascended and left, and left a trace of consciousness in the Kyushu Continent,
and this trace of consciousness only stays in the place where she once practiced, and
once there are outsiders Break in, consciousness will wake up, and then it will quickly
disappear!
“These two beads, if you take them, are my gifts!”

At this time, Nu Wa smiled slightly, raised her jade hand slowly, and saw two balls of
light flying towards Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan respectively. shining beads.
However, the one that flew towards Yue Feng was black, while Lu Lingshan’s was
white.
hum!
Seeing the flying beads, Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan were inexplicably excited. At the
same time, they sensed a strange force that made them open their mouths involuntarily.
Goo, goo, goo!
The next second, Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan swallowed the beads before they could
recover.
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng only felt an incomparably full force, which instantly dispersed
into his limbs and bones, and at the same time, the inner strength of his dantian
suddenly increased a lot.
What kind of bead is this, so strange?
Yue Feng was secretly shocked.
At the same time, Lu Lingshan also trembled, and the acupuncture point originally
sealed by Yue Feng was able to travel unimpeded.
This…
At this moment, Lu Linshan was inexplicably excited. Not only did her acupuncture
points open, but her internal strength also increased a lot. As expected of Empress
Nuwa, the beads were amazing.
While shocked, Lu Linshan did not forget to glared at Yue Feng next to her.
Chapter 2777
This bastard, humiliated me so much just now, and when I find an opportunity, I will tell
you that you can’t survive or die!
Whoosh!
Just when Lu Linshan was thinking about this, Nuwa showed a smile on her face and
beckoned: “Come on, you two come forward!”

“Yes, Niangniang.” Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, and hurriedly responded
and left. Go ahead.
At the same time, Lu Lingshan also slowly followed!
“Well, not bad!”
At this moment, Nuwa looked at Yue Feng up and down, and nodded approvingly: “It is
rare to have such a high level at such a grade. It seems that I am relieved to pass on
the unique skills to you! “
After saying this, Nu Wa’s eyes fell on Lu Lingshan!
hum!
The next second, Yue Feng could clearly see that a tyrannical aura burst out from
Nuwa’s body, directly shrouding Lu Lingshan in an instant! Before Lu Lingshan could
react, her delicate body trembled, and she couldn’t move at all!
“Niangniang…”
Lu Lingshan was inexplicably flustered and stared blankly at Nuwa. Oops, I just had
murderous intentions towards Yue Feng, could it not be noticed by Empress Nuwa?
But after thinking about it, it was the first time that I and Yue Feng saw Nuwa, and Nuwa
could not deal with her for Yue Feng.
A few seconds later, Nu Wa withdrew her strength, looked Lu Lingshan up and down,
and said softly, “Although you are very talented, it is very rare to achieve such a high
level of cultivation, but you are a woman after all. Women are yin, fire is yang, and it will
be harmful to you for a long time.”
After speaking, Nu Wa thought about it and continued: “Since your husband and wife
have met me, it means that we are destined, and I will help you to take care of it later.
one time…”
Yes, until now, Nuwa still thinks that Lu Lingshan and Yue Feng are husband and wife.
“Niangniang…”
Hearing this, Lu Lingshan’s face flushed red, and she couldn’t be more anxious:
“Actually, he and I…” She
wanted to kill Yue Feng immediately, the hatred was so overwhelming, how could it be
his wife?

However, after only speaking a few words, Nu Wa interrupted.
“I’m running out of time!” Nuwa smiled lightly and said, “I have two kinds of unique skills
here, one is pure yang practice and the other is pure yin practice. It happens that you
and your wife learn the same way!”
Saying that, Nu Wa raised her jade hand, and two books appeared in her palm, which
were handed over to Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan!
“Both of you are kind people. I hope you have learned the exercises and will benefit
Kyushu!”
After saying this, Nuwa sat there with a peaceful smile on her face. At the same time,
she was a beautiful figure. , and gradually become illusory.
Haha…
At this moment, Yue Feng was so excited that he respectfully said to Nu Wa, “Thank
you, Niangniang!” After speaking, he couldn’t wait to open the secret book. There is not
a word on the cover of this secret book, but the exercises recorded in it are extremely
mysterious.
Soon, Yue Feng was immersed in it.
call!
Lu Lingshan, who was next to her, was standing there, her face changing and her heart
full of discomfort.
Especially when his eyes fell on Yue Feng, there was even more resentment. This Yue
Feng, who humiliated himself before and was mistaken by Empress Nuwa as a
husband and wife, is still the same as himself, and has obtained Nuwa’s exercises.
No, Empress Nuwa’s cultivation method is extraordinary, and Yue Feng must not be
able to successfully cultivate.
Thinking to herself, seeing the figure of the Empress Nuwa becoming more and more
illusory, as if she could disappear at any time, Lu Lingshan gritted her teeth secretly, no
scruples in her heart!
“Yue Feng, go to hell!” In the
next second, Lu Lingshan gave a coquettish shout, raised her hand and hit Yue Feng’s
back.

At this time, Yue Feng was completely immersed in the secret book, and he never
expected that Lu Lingshan would suddenly take action, and even in front of the mother
Nuwa.
Chapter 2778
“What are you doing?”
Seeing this scene, Nuwa was also taken aback, her delicate body was shocked, and
she looked at Lu Lingshan in disbelief.
Aren’t the two husband and wife? Why did you suddenly start?
At this time, Nuwa didn’t know yet, and she completely misunderstood. The two people
in front of her were not husband and wife at all, but enemies.
Nima!
Feeling the danger, Yue Feng was also taken aback. He instinctively wanted to dodge,
but he was too close to Lu Lingshan, and it was too late.
boom!
This palm slammed firmly on Yue Feng’s back, Yue Feng groaned, and the whole
person flew straight up, flying dozens of meters, landing heavily on the ground, and a
mouthful of blood spurted out.
Yue Feng’s eyes instantly turned blood red, and he stared at Lu Lingshan fiercely.
Nima, this Lu Lingshan is too cruel. Even if he humiliated you before, he didn’t do
anything to you in the end. At most, he looked at you a few times, hugged you for a
while, and then killed me?
Um?
Under the anger, Yue Feng struggled to get up and was about to speak, but when he
saw the scene in front of him, he was stunned!
He saw that Lu Lingshan had a proud face, but suddenly her delicate body trembled,
her face was extremely pale, and then a mouthful of blood spurted out, seemingly
hurting more than Yue Feng.
what’s going on?

Why did she raid me and get hurt herself? I didn’t use the internal power to resist just
now, even if I ran the internal power of the dantian, it would not be possible for her to be
injured so badly.
For a time, Yue Feng frowned secretly, his face full of suspicion.
Lu Lingshan’s brows were knitted together, her delicate body was trembling constantly,
and her heart was also inexplicably shocked.
what happened? How did you get hurt so well?
At this time, Lu Lingshan clearly felt that her heart was severely injured, but no one did
anything to her. The injury was too incredible.
“You…”
At this moment, Nuwa, who was sitting on the throne, looked at Lu Lingshan with
complicated eyes: “Why did you sneak up on your husband?” The
tone was soft, but there was a bit of reproach.
Lu Lingshan bit her lip tightly and replied, “Niangniang, you misunderstood, we are not
husband and wife, on the contrary, this person is my enemy.” As she spoke, Lu
Lingshan still glared at Yue Feng.
This scum, Yue Feng, is too strong, and he is still not dead when he is attacked by
himself. If he knew this, he should have exploded with all his strength with the palm of
his hand.
Not a couple?
Hearing this, Nu Wa was stunned, her beautiful eyes suddenly became complicated.
A few seconds later, Nu Wa sighed softly: “It turns out that I made a mistake, but you
two have already taken my Chaos Yin-Yang Pearl, and your future destiny will be linked
together, you live together, and you die together. is immutable.”
What?
Lu Lingshan’s delicate body trembled, and she stared blankly at Nuwa: “Niangniang,
what did you say?”
At this time, Yue Feng was also puzzled and looked at Nuwa closely, waiting for her
answer.

Nu Wa breathed a sigh of relief, smiled and said, “The beads I gave you two just now
are called Chaos Yin-Yang beads, black beads are yang, white beads are yin, these
beads are innate spiritual treasures, when heaven and earth are not divided, by Chaos
came from the sky, and I got it by chance, and it has been preserved to this day!”
“This pair of beads looks like two, but they are actually a whole. If the black beads are
destroyed, the white beads will disappear, and vice versa! “
“After you two take it, you also have this characteristic. In other words, your life and
death are tied together. So, if you attacked him just now, you will also be injured. If you
killed him just now, you will also be injured. will die with you, understand?”
Chapter 2779
After the last sentence, Nu Wa looked at Lu Lingshan quietly.
This…
At this moment, Lu Lingshan’s delicate body trembled, completely stupid.
How could this be? I thought that what Nuwa had just given me was a peerless
medicine pill, but I didn’t expect it to be so special. In this way, wouldn’t I be unable to
seek revenge from Yue Feng for the rest of my life?
If you kill him, you won’t be able to live by yourself…
Fuck!
At the same time, Yue Feng stood not far away, also stunned.
This…you and Lu Lingshan’s fate are tied together? What are you kidding?
But after thinking about it, Yue Feng showed a smile again, and looked at Lu Lingshan’s
eyes, and also thought about it.
Haha…
In this way, Lu Lingshan can no longer plot against herself in the future, and her
previous alliance with Zhang Jiao is also a waste. This is only good for herself, not bad.
“Niangniang!”
Finally, Lu Lingshan reacted and pleaded with Nuwa: “I don’t want those chaotic yin and
yang beads, please help me to take them out, okay?”

When she said this, Lu Lingshan almost wanted to cry. tears. She wanted to slash Yue
Feng with thousands of knives, but because of taking Chaos Yin-Yang Pearl, she
couldn’t take action against Yue Feng in the future, and even if Yue Feng was in
trouble, she couldn’t stand by and watch, because he was injured, and she would also
have an accident.
It was originally an enemy, but suddenly the relationship became a life-and-death
relationship, and no one could stand it.
Facing Lu Lingshan’s request, Nuwa shook her head and said softly, “You think too
simply, as I said just now, this Chaos Yin-Yang Pearl is an innate spiritual treasure.
Once taken, it will follow the two of you for a lifetime. , even I can’t change it.”
After speaking, Nuwa pondered and looked at Lu Lingshan and continued: “I don’t know
what enmity the two of you have, but it is better to resolve the enemy than to end it,
although you are because of my misunderstanding. , I just took the Chaos Yin Yang
Pearl together, but maybe in the dark, this is also your destiny! Well, my time is up, what
happens in the future is up to you.” The
last sentence fell, Nuwa’s figure slowly rose, In the end, it turned into a puff of blue
smoke and disappeared into the air.
In an instant, only Lu Lingshan and Yue Feng were left in the huge crystal secret room.
This…
Seeing this scene, Lu Lingshan bit her lip and stomped her feet, almost crying without
tears.
How to do? Could it be that his destiny is really tied to Yue Feng?
“Thank you madam!”
At this moment, Yue Feng bowed deeply towards the place where Nuwa disappeared,
and then looked at Lu Lingshan with a playful look on his face.
I have to say that Lu Lingshan’s generation of goddesses of rivers and lakes was
already perfect. After taking the Chaos Yin Yang Pearl just now, her strength has
increased and her temperament has also improved a lot, which is simply perfect.
“Yue Feng.”
Sensing Yue Feng’s gaze, Lu Lingshan’s face flushed red, and she was not angry, she
said softly, “Let’s dig out your eyeballs.” After speaking, Lu Lingshan’s inner strength
was running, and she still had to do it.

However, Yue Feng did not panic at all, smiling and teasing: “Lu Lingshan, do you still
want to kill me? I forgot what Mother Nuwa said, our fates are already tied together, if
you kill me, you kill yourself. .”
When the words fell, Yue Feng sat there cross-legged, and continued to comprehend
the secret manual given by Nuwa, very leisurely.
Yue Feng was not afraid of Lu Lingshan’s surprise attack on him again. Anyway, if she
died, she wouldn’t be able to live.
call!
Hearing this, Lu Lingshan was furious, but she was speechless to refute.
Chapter 2780
Seeing Lu Lingshan’s expression, Yue Feng couldn’t help but tease again: “Lu
Lingshan, even if you don’t want to, there’s nothing you can do, this is the truth?!
” So, let’s turn enemies into friends, and you help me deal with Zhang Jiao!”
“Shut up.”
Lu Lingshan bit her lip and said angrily, “Yue Feng, let me tell you, from now on, we
don’t have any The relationship, the previous grievances are also written off, in the
future you will walk on your Yangguan Road, and I will cross my single-plank bridge!”
When she said this, Lu Lingshan’s face was determined.
To be honest, Lu Lingshan felt 10,000 reluctance in her heart when her grievances and
grievances with Yue Feng were over, but there was no way, their fates were already
tied together. But helping Yue Feng to deal with Zhang Jiao is absolutely impossible.
After saying this, Lu Lingshan turned around and was about to leave!
He was unobstructed and was seen by Yue Feng. He couldn’t stay here and let him
take advantage of it. He had to go back quickly.
“Hey!”
However, before taking two steps, Yue Feng stopped her with a smile: “Lu Lingshan, it
doesn’t matter if you don’t help me, but don’t forget, Zhang Jiao is determined to kill me,
something happened to me, You are not much better.”
“Even if you don’t help me deal with Zhang Jiao, at least tell me where he is hiding
now!”

Phew!
Hearing this, Lu Lingshan frowned and pondered.
Yes, his destiny is tied to Yue Feng, if Zhang Jiao kills him, he will not be able to live.
Forget it, just help him.
Thinking to herself, Lu Lingshan bit her lip, turned her head to Yue Feng and said,
“Zhang Jiao is in the Lotte Palace!” After speaking, she left without looking back.
Lotte Palace?
Yue Feng stood there, stunned for a moment, and at the same time, a burst of anger
rose in his heart.
Ma De, the Letian Palace is the palace where the Empress Chang’e rests. Zhang Jiao is
not too timid to rest in Chang’e’s bedroom. Do you really think of yourself as the
emperor of Beiying?
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, put away the secret
book, and left the crystal secret room.
…
On the other side, the Rakshasa tribe resides!
What was originally a hilarious Ten Thousand Beasts Festival turned into hell at this
time, and the ground was dyed red with blood. During the fierce battle, Jed’s men and
the warriors of the Rakshasa tribe fell one by one in a pool of blood!
The two sides have been fighting here for a day and a night!
In this day and night, Mona dispatched troops, almost all the elite warriors of the
Rakshasa clan, to annihilate all Jed and his gang, but he did not expect that Jed and
Zang Shuiyue were thrown away. The strength of the people who entered the abyss has
more than doubled compared to before.
Mona doesn’t know yet that Jade and Zang Shuiyue have obtained the power of Pluto.
However, the disparity between the numbers of the two sides is too great, and on Jed’s
side, he can’t hold on anymore!
call!

At this moment, seeing his subordinates falling down on the battlefield, Jed’s face was
extremely gloomy, and he roared loudly: “Meng Na, today’s battle, you will lose!”
Om!
The voice fell, and the air beside Jed suddenly condensed! A terrifying force spread out
from his body crazily!
“Asura Slayer Palm!”
The next second, a few cold words came out of Jed’s mouth, and he saw that the sky
full of morning glow suddenly dimmed, and then, the whole station was covered with
dark clouds, as if the end of the world!
“This… what kind of exercise is this?”
“What a strong Yin Sha Qi, this is not the exercise of our Rakshasa!”
Seeing this scene, many Rakshasa warriors were inexplicably frightened. I can clearly
feel that the exercises that Jed uses are completely different from the usual ones. They
are much more evil and stronger than the exercises of the Rakshasa clan.
call!
At the same time, Meng Na, who was floating in the air, was also frowning at this time,
and she had a bad premonition in her heart.

